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The 2016 census revealed that nearly half (49 per cent) of Australians were born overseas (first generation Australian) or have one or both parents born overseas (second generation Australian). More than one fifth (21 per cent) of Australians speak a language other than English at home. In this context, interactions between clinicians and people from culturally diverse migrant and refugee backgrounds are increasingly common. Effective communication is key; for those who are linguistically diverse, receiving interpretation during health consultations is essential.

This report investigates the potential benefits, costs and disincentives involved in engaging interpreters, and the risks of failing to do so, with an emphasis on general practice settings. It establishes recommendations to facilitate both enhanced interpreter engagement and further research into the value of investing in interpreter services uptake in general practice to improve health access, experiences and outcomes for all Australians.

Cost-benefit research of interpreter engagement for language discordant health care consultations is lacking in general practice and the primary care setting more broadly, especially in Australia.

Yet research suggests that interpreter engagement in general practice will become increasingly important as measures are taken to improve health access, experiences and outcomes for patients from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

Clear and effective communication underpins every aspect of good clinical practice and is consistent with the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners (RACGP) General Practice Standards and other relevant standards across the health sector.

Quality of communication in language discordant consultations is largely dependent on the quality of interpretation. Despite the government-subsidised Free Interpreting Service (FIS)—which makes interpreters available at no cost to eligible patients—interpreter engagement remains substandard. With high levels of engagement of workers with bilingual skills or personally involved individuals such as family members and friends, ensuring safe and effective patient-clinician communication represents a significant public health challenge.

Adverse outcomes arising in situations of language discordance and the absence of appropriate interpreter services in hospital settings affect length of stay, high hospitalisation and readmissions rates, greater use of hospital resources and defective informed consent. In general practice, adverse outcomes include poor patient satisfaction and experience; poor quality of care; administrative costs and inefficiencies; prolonged and additional examinations; and issues around escalation of care, including risk of malpractice.
Meanwhile, the potential benefits of promoting strong communication through interpreter engagement can offset the costs of augmenting interpreter services across the health system. Financial savings from avoided hospital readmissions, more efficient consultations and mitigation of medico-legal risks around duty of care, use of medication and informed consent can be substantial. Quality of care increases, while patients are more satisfied with and have more trust in the health system. Patients have better comprehension of medical instructions and are more likely to receive a lasting solution to their condition when they receive care in their preferred language. These improvements contribute to increased equity of health care and health outcomes between language discordant patients (LDPs) and language concordant patients (LCPs).

Based on the research and clinician perspectives reviewed, a number of possible recommendations were developed. Of these, it is recommended that a Practice Incentives Program (PIP) payment be developed to incentivise interpreter engagement in general practice. Additional recommendations include amending telephone interpreter service delivery and promoting interpreter-friendly environments. These recommendations are particularly timely in the context of ongoing efforts to enhance interpreter standards, including through the introduction of a Specialist (Health) certification for interpreters by the National Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreters (NAATI).

Further research into the costs and benefits of augmented interpreter services in general practice and the primary care setting more broadly is also necessary. Models for future research are explored.
Overview

This report reviews literature concerning interpreter engagement for consultations with language discordant patients (LDPs)—patients who are not proficient in the language their clinicians provide services in.

Specifically, this review is interested in the potential benefits, costs and disincentives involved in engaging interpreters, and the risks of failing to do so, with an emphasis on general practice settings. While cost-benefit analysis of interpreter engagement for LDP consultations is scarce, especially in general practice (GP) and primary care settings more broadly, this report establishes recommendations to facilitate both enhanced interpreter engagement and further research into the value of investing in interpreter services to improve health access, experiences and outcomes for all Australians.

Scope

This report identifies and reviews literature on LDP consultations in health care, taking note of patient experiences; physician experiences; health and health care outcomes; health care equity; patterns of access to and use of health care and interpreter services among LDPs; the costs, benefits and risks associated with different types of interpretation; perception of LDPs and interpreter services; and processes of engaging interpreters, including identifying the barriers and disincentives clinicians experience when working with interpreters.

This report highlights the paucity of relevant investigations into the costs and benefits of improving communication in language discordant consultations. Considering their greater relevance to the present inquiry, priority was given to the identification and review of studies in the Australian context. US research is dominant in this literature, however, with most studies on this subject—and half of those identified for this review—being conducted in the United States. Other studies reviewed for this report come from diverse locations, including the Netherlands, New Zealand, South Africa and Switzerland.

The scope of clinical settings studied in literature on LDP consultations is also skewed. Much research is conducted in hospital settings; nearly half of the studies reviewed were set either in emergency departments or in general in-patient services. Less than 20 percent of the studies reviewed concern primary care settings, and only half of these were conducted specifically in general practice.

The relative scarcity of studies in primary care and general practice contexts may be attributed to the fact that patients in hospital settings are generally in more dire need of health care, and the consequent perception that hospitalised LDPs are in greater need of interpreter services, leading to a concentration of research in hospitals.
In further support of this focus on language discordance in hospital settings, it should be noted that patients from migrant and refugee backgrounds delay health care, have a lower uptake of preventative services and have poorer health as a population as compared to language concordant patients (LCPs). These trends both indicate that LDP access to and uptake of primary care is poor and contribute to a disproportionate reliance on hospital services within the LDP population. Studies in the United States indicate, however, that LDPs use less health care than the LCP population in every category of health service, from hospitals to primary care. As much as the concentration of research in hospital settings reflects the urgency and disproportionate uptake of care provided in this context, it is therefore also symptomatic of the barriers that compromise health access, experiences and outcomes for LDPs.

Yet when interpreter services are more accessible and more widely used, the frequency of hospital care decreases and uptake of primary care among LDPs improves. It follows that as the provision of health care and interpreter services for this population improve in Australia, engagement of interpreter services in general practice will become increasingly important.

Methodology

The report is informed by the following activities:

- A review of literature on LDP health care and on the costs, benefits and use of interpreter services in LDP consultations
- Consultation with Australian general practitioners regarding their experiences of providing health care and engaging interpreters in LDP consultations
- Collaboration with a primary health care provider—Inala Primary Care—regarding the impact of interpreter service delivery on their practice

As the following sections of this report discuss, these activities revealed both a need for further research into the costs, benefits and use of interpreter services in GP settings, as well as a need to promote and support interpreter engagement in Australian general practice. Building on this foundation, the final section makes recommendations for improving interpreter service delivery and uptake for language discordant consultations in Australian primary care and general practice in particular.
Context: communication in health care

Clear and effective communication underpins every aspect of good clinical practice and is consistent with the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners (RACGP) General Practice Standards and other relevant standards across the health sector. Strong clinician-patient communication is linked with improved experiences on both sides and with positive health outcomes for patients. Ineffective communication can result in limited, delayed, inefficient and more costly health care, as well as negatively impacting patients’ understanding of and trust in the health care system.

Quality and safety of communication

Quality of communication in language discordant consultations is largely dependent on the quality of interpretation. Despite the government-subsidised Free Interpreting Service (FIS)—which makes interpreters available at no cost to patients or general practices—interpreter engagement remains substandard. Patients bring family or friends to facilitate communication for half of language discordant clinical consultations in Australia.8 One study at a New Zealand clinic with the highest rate of interpreter engagement in the nation nevertheless recorded that 83 per cent of drop-in consultations engaged personally involved individuals to facilitate communication.9

While interviews with LDPs suggest people requiring interpreter services trust in the ability and fidelity of personally involved individuals to facilitate communication,10 other studies suggest this practice of ‘informal interpretation’ can obscure communication and lead to undesirable health outcomes.11 Similarly, clinicians raise concerns around the presence of personally involved individuals in consultations on issues related to mental health, contraception, domestic violence and other sensitive matters.

Engagement of interpreters, on the other hand, is widely recommended for optimal clinician-patient communication.12 The various forms of professional interpreter services—telephone, video or face-to-face—mean interpretation is broadly accessible and can be flexibly applied across different regional and health care contexts.13
Risks and Costs

The failure to ensure appropriate interpreter services are provided in consultations with LDPs correlates with negative outcomes, including:

- Medico-legal risks
- Inefficiencies in clinical processes
- Financial and time costs
- Adverse health outcomes
- Poor clinician and patient experiences.

The sections below discuss how the risks and costs of poor communication and failure to engage interpreters manifest in hospital and primary care settings.

Hospital settings

Adverse outcomes arising in situations of language discordance and the absence of appropriate interpreter services in hospital settings affect length of stay, high hospitalisation and readmissions rates, greater use of hospital resources and defective informed consent.

Regarding length of stay, brief hospital stays may indicate insufficient care. One study of families of low-birth weight children shows that length of stay for language discordant families was half that for language concordant families, indicating a failure to ensure equitable health care and access across the two groups.14

On the other hand, extended length of stay is often associated with inefficient communication and care.

Clinicians report difficulties in establishing medical histories for LDPs, contributing to prolonged consultations.15 Focus groups with clinicians in an Australian hospital confirmed that poor communication around language discordant patients’ symptoms continued throughout the hospitalisation period, leading to duplication of effort as clinicians were required to reassess patients.16

These inefficiencies in clinical processes extend to use of hospital resources. With language barriers potentially obstructing communication of patients’ symptoms or medical history, practitioners are more cautious in their decision-making and rely on expensive and time-consuming diagnostic tests.17 Such caution in the face of language barriers is common among hospital clinicians caring for LDPs.18

Clinical caution also manifests in the decision to hospitalise a patient. While hospitalisation is a clinical decision, disproportionately high rates of hospitalisation within the LDP population may therefore reflect clinicians’ efforts to compensate for poor communication rather than patterns of LDP use of or access to health care resources.19 Hospitalisation may indicate more intense medical care for patients and greater financial output and use of resources for service providers.
Language discordance without appropriate interpretation may also result in increased readmission rates. Hospital readmission may indicate a poor quality of patient care, while also attracting significant financial costs. Analysis of costs and savings associated with interpreter engagement in hospitals consistently calculate readmission as one of the most significant expenses in treatment of hospitalised LDPs.20

Finally, medico-legal risks are significantly increased when interpreter services are not engaged in situations of language discordance. A primary concern is gaining proper informed consent. One study in Australian hospitals found that even LDPs facing complex health interactions—including preparing for and receiving information around surgery—were not guaranteed to receive interpreter services.21 Another study surveyed patients at a dedicated refugee health service in Australia to ascertain the frequency of adverse outcomes from failing to engage an interpreter; 62.5 per cent of adverse incidents involved obtaining adequate informed consent.22

Case Study

A language-discordant patient presented to Inala Primary Care (IPC) with symptoms of appendicitis. IPC arranged for the patient to be immediately taken via ambulance to hospital. After a hospital assessment confirmed appendicitis, the patient was prepped for surgery. Throughout the patient’s time in hospital, no interpreters were engaged to explain the diagnosis and recommended action or to seek consent.

Upon transferal to the surgical theatre, the patient discharged against medical advice due to the lack of this essential information and consequent fear of the recommended procedure. The following day the hospital contacted IPC, who in turn encouraged the patient to return to the practice. IPC staff confirmed that patient’s condition had deteriorated and instructed the patient and family of the need for surgery, to which they agreed. IPC organised an ambulance and the patient’s surgery was completed upon their second presentation to hospital.

Aside from consent, poor communication in hospital settings correlates with failure to understand and act on medical advice, including adherence to post-discharge appointments and use of medication.23 Considering these risks, poor communication contributes to over 70 percent of allegations of malpractice, leading to significant monetary, time and administrative costs.24 Research suggests that failure to provide interpreter services is the primary factor in one in 40 malpractice claims.25

Primary care and general practice

The risks and costs of failing to engage interpreters for language discordant consultations in primary care are under-researched. This is a significant deficiency considering the frequency of interpreter engagement in general practice. Studies suggest that interpreters are less likely to be engaged in less complex medical interactions, like GP consultations.26
In Australia, low uptake of government-subsidised interpreter services through the Free Interpreting Service (FIS) corroborates this undesirable trend in Australian general practice.27

Yet, as in hospital settings, ensuring strong patient-clinician communication is essential in primary care and general practice. Patient experience is bound up with quality of communication; where communication and patient experience is poor, LDPs may lack trust in their health care providers and in the broader health system.28

A study of culturally and linguistically diverse health care consumers in a rural Australian health system revealed that patients lacked the information and support they needed—including interpreter services—to navigate the Australian health system. This is further complicated by low levels of health literacy and health system literacy. Additionally, these patients encountered resistance to their traditional practices around health and wellbeing; clinicians’ dismissal of these practices further alienated the patients, contributing to their withdrawal from primary care.29

Alongside implications for access to and quality of patient care, failure to engage interpreters for language discordant consultations in general practice may generate administrative costs and inefficiencies in clinical processes. Poor communication from failing to provide interpreter services may result in additional demands on clinicians and non-clinical staff, including the provision of extra consultation services such as making phone calls or writing letters to explain medical instructions.30

While clinicians with bilingual skills may be engaged to resolve language discordance,31 some research suggests that this may result in inefficiencies and time costs as these clinicians are taken from their standard work.32 Physicians with bilingual skills have also reported discomfort around facilitating communication as their bilingual knowledge of medical terminology may be limited.33

One survey of primary care physicians (general practitioners and paediatricians) identified further sources of financial costs resulting from failure to engage an interpreter for LDP consultations including prolonged consultations; additional examinations; difficulties determining patient history and symptoms; and referring patients to hospital and emergency services as a precaution when faced with poor communication.34

In other cases, when general practitioners have referred LDPs to emergency care upon suspecting a serious and urgent health condition, communication barriers have impeded patients’ abilities to follow clinical instructions, with dire consequences. In one case from Australia, language discordance led to a chain of miscommunication and failure to follow medical advice, resulting in patient fatality;35 similar cases have occurred elsewhere with significant financial costs and risks of malpractice.36
Offsets and benefits

While the risks and costs of failing to provide appropriate interpreter services for LDPs are significant, the potential benefits of promoting strong communication through interpreter engagement can offset the costs of augmenting interpreter services.

Financial savings from avoided hospital readmissions, more efficient consultations and mitigation of medico-legal risks around duty of care, use of medication and informed consent are potentially substantial. Quality of care has been shown to increase when communication is improved. LDPs are more satisfied with and trust more in the health system, have better comprehension of medical instructions and are more likely to receive a lasting solution to their condition when they receive health care in their preferred language.

These improvements contribute to increased equity of health care and health outcomes between LDPs and LCPs.

Research also suggests that the improvement of communication and interpreter engagement has reinforcing effects. Supporting a clinical environment that is receptive to interpreters will increase access to and uptake of interpretation services, accelerating the fulfillment of these benefits.

Case Study

During an initial screening for a newly arrived language-discordant refugee, IPC clinicians identified major dental problems and referred the patient for further care. Without engaging an interpreter to explain the patient’s condition or gain consent, the dentist proceeded to extract all of the patient’s teeth. The patient reported back to IPC in extreme distress and was later diagnosed with ongoing mental health issues associated with the trauma of this procedure. The matter led to a formal complaint and an investigation which is still underway.
Financial

Although improving access to and engagement of interpreter services entails financial investment, improving communication can realise sufficient cost-savings to offset the expenses of augmented interpretation.

Several studies tracking the benefits of interpreter engagement in hospitals find that increased access to and engagement of interpreters decreased rates of hospitalisation, readmission and missed appointments, and reduced excess use of hospital resources. One intervention employing two full-time bilingual ‘navigators’ for patients and families at a children’s hospital in the United States reported a $6 USD return for every $1 invested; over two years, the intervention saved over $1 million.38

A separate intervention to install dual-handset interpreter telephones in every patient room of a US hospital ward, providing 24/7 access to interpreter services, estimated a net savings of $161,404 USD per month.39 Critically, these interventions were effective not only because they improved the ease of interpreter engagement, thereby improving communication; both interventions also involved engagement with various clinical and non-clinical staff to promote positive practices around identifying the need for, engaging and working with interpreters. Other research similarly emphasises the need to pair augmented interpreter services with training for relevant staff.40

While some research finds that LDPs receiving interpreter services use more primary care resources than LDPs not receiving interpreter services, the literature notes this as a benefit. It indicates both improved quality of care and eventual financial savings since LDPs receiving interpreter services are more likely to receive a lasting solution to ailments and are therefore less likely to seek recurrent health advice.41 There are flow-on financial savings from reduced reliance on hospital care, which is more expensive per episode of care than primary care.

Relatedly, research emphasises that the financial costs of improving access to and uptake of interpreter services are a short-term cost worthy of expenditure given the associated long-term benefits.42 While evidence suggests interpreter services become more cost-effective with time,43 the long-term benefits also extend to quality of care.

Quality of care

Engagement of interpreters for language discordant consultations has broad benefits for quality of care across the health system, clinician and individual levels.

At the health system level, a unified national strategy is most effective for maximising health care quality, efficacy and equity.44 Achieving health and health care equity is an imperative for medical duty of care.45 Various studies assert that ensuring clear communication equal to that received by language concordant patients is a legal obligation for meeting standards of non-discrimination.46
Realising improved health outcomes through the provision of interpreter services also narrows the disparities between LDP and LCP health. Research indicates that interpretation reduces disparities regarding length of consultations,\textsuperscript{47} patient satisfaction\textsuperscript{48}, rates of prescriptions written and filled\textsuperscript{49}, uptake of preventative services\textsuperscript{50}, access to health care\textsuperscript{51} and use of emergency services.\textsuperscript{52}

Importantly, the reduction in these disparities is not ‘correcting’ overuse of health care services by LDPs. Research suggests that any convictions that LDPs represent a disproportionate burden on the health care sector are unfounded.\textsuperscript{53}

For clinicians, improved communication corresponds with greater confidence in treating patients, improved interpersonal care and higher satisfaction. LDP assessments facilitated by an interpreter are more accurate and complete, and patients receive and fill more prescriptions. Furthermore, LDPs receiving interpreter services are more able to understand and follow medical instructions, including adherence to appointments and appropriate use of medication, representing more effective health care provision and communication by clinicians.

These benefits equally represent improved health outcomes for LDPs. By improving communication, interpreter services have been shown to achieve satisfaction and quality of care for LDPs equal to that of LCPs.\textsuperscript{54}

Patients receiving interpreter services are more likely to access preventative health care services, with significant impacts for the population health of people with language barriers. As discussed above, those who face the possibility of language discordant consultations—primary among them migrants and refugees—experience poorer health outcomes. Interpreter services help LDPs receive a lasting and effective health care solution earlier, improving not only the efficacy of the health system, but the quality and equity of health care for all Australians.
Disincentives and barriers in general practice

Barriers and disincentives to working with interpreters that clinicians face in general practice include financial concerns, systemic and procedural issues and considerations around accessibility to interpreter services. Literature highlights these trends in health care settings around the world, while consultations conducted with local general practitioners confirm that these disincentives apply in Australian general practice.

A foremost concern among general practice clinicians when engaging interpreters is responsibility for the financial costs of interpreter services. Beyond the direct expense of interpreter fees (which in Australia are covered through the Free Interpreting Service), related factors contribute to potential financial burdens. For example, interpreter consultations require more time of clinicians, representing a drain on their resources when this extra time spent is not remunerated.

Similar time-intensive factors of working with interpreters that contribute to financial concerns include ascertaining patients’ previous health assessments and repeating tests where these are unclear; explaining Western health concepts and practices; and administrative activities including additional consultation calls and letters to explain or follow-up health care advice.

Systemic constraints also appear to impede general practice clinicians’ abilities to work effectively with interpreters.

Appointment structures do not accommodate the prolonged commitment required to conduct an interpreted consultation. Focus groups with GPs in Victoria revealed that doctors tend to bulk-bill interpreted consultations as a result, but practitioners reflected that this practice is not financially sustainable.

Together, these systemic and financial concerns create a unique challenge for improving interpreter engagement in general practice. Although interpreter engagement can realise cost-savings at the systemic level, for the individual GP practice it may represent a disproportionate financial burden—as with the case of Inala Primary Care discussed below.

At the systemic level, general practice settings are less costly per occasion of service (OOS) as compared to those in hospital settings; this means that avoided hospital OOSs can offset the expense of increased primary care OOSs across the system, resulting in lower overall costs.
Yet at the practice level, the GP bulk-billing model means that every interpreted consultation for an LDP takes longer and generates less revenue than a LCP OOS for equivalent health needs, which can be conducted in less time.

The challenge for the Australian health system is to address the challenges and risks of poor communication for LDPs in a way that realises systemic cost-savings and improvement of care without exacerbating or failing to address the burden on individual general practices in areas of high cultural and linguistic diversity.

Consultation with Australian GPs conducted for this report further revealed that processes for engaging interpreters are lacking. Doctors highlighted that the extensive recordings delivered when they use telephone interpreter services as part of FIS make the process unnecessarily lengthy and therefore onerous. Literature supports these findings; practitioners appear to widely perceive interpreter engagement as time-costly, onerous and—in one study—as an ineffective way of relaying information.58

Such perceptions around the inconvenience of engaging and working with interpreters represent another systemic issue that impedes effective and timely engagement of interpreter services. Of particular importance is identifying the need for—and then booking—interpreters sooner rather than later where feasible given a congested general practice schedule.

It is essential in this respect to promote an interpreter-friendly environment in health care practices, and particularly to promote positive practices among non-clinical staff. This might involve empowering and building capacity of non-clinical staff to identify the need for interpreter services. Research suggests that receptionists tend to defer decision-making to practitioners.59

Promoting an interpreter-friendly environment also requires training and education on effective communication, cultural sensitivity and best-practice in LDP care. Knowing when an interpreter is necessary, what mode of service delivery is most appropriate in the given circumstances and how to work with the interpreter and the patient to facilitate a positive health care experience are all essential for an effective LDP consultation. Non-clinical staff report believing that LDPs preferred having personally involved individuals facilitate communication and therefore did not book a professional interpreter.60 This suggests a lack of awareness about the limited appropriateness of such an approach and the imperative to ensure adequate communication. Training and education should aim to mitigate such circumstances and encourage interpreter engagement.

Finally, there is conflicting evidence around the relationship between accessibility of interpreter services and increased engagement. Interventions in hospitals on this subject indicate that increased ease of access to interpreter services correlates with improved rates of interpreter provision and improved experiences and outcomes for LDPs. Yet in Australia, the government-funded Free Interpreting Service is used in as little as 1 percent of LDP consultations, according to one study62; national subsidised interpreter services elsewhere report similarly low levels of uptake.63
These findings suggest that making interpreter services accessible is not enough to promote interpreter engagement, and reaffirm that training and incentivisation are necessary covariates in the improvement of interpreter engagement, patient-clinician communication and LDP health care.

Together, the barriers and disincentives detailed above suggest that LDP consultations may be more complex and more demanding than LCP consultations; the GP consultations conducted for this project confirm these findings. While complexity does not excuse poor communication, interpreter engagement should be supported and made more viable in Australian general practice.

This demographic reality generates a substantial burden on the practice in terms of financial and clinical stress. To illustrate these challenges, IPC recently issued the Report of Professional (TIS) Interpreter Usage, including analysis of the financial costs and disincentives experienced in engaging interpreters and providing care to LDPs.

IPC engages interpreters at much higher rates than the national average. In 2017/18, IPC engaged interpreter services for 3012 consultations, representing 8.1 per cent of total appointments; this increased to 5442 interpreted consultations, or 9.6 per cent of appointments, in 2018/19. More recent data suggests this growth trajectory is continuing, with the October – December 2019 quarter reporting that interpreters were engaged for more than 13 per cent of all consultations.

Financial burden is a primary concern for IPC in delivering this care and managing growth in interpreter use. From an administrative perspective, data collected during an audit of interpreter engagement at Inala in 2017 revealed it took an average of 3.79 minutes to acquire an interpreter, or 30.24 hours of administrative time per month. This time alone represents a cost of $10,200 per year. As the additional time required of administrative staff to make reminder calls or return to their previous work is not included, IPC notes this is a conservative estimate.

**Case study: Inala Primary Care**

Inala Primary Care (IPC) is one of Queensland’s largest users of interpreters through the FIS and accounts for over 50 per cent of interpreter engagements through TIS National in the 4077 postcode. Inala is a primary settlement location for new arrivals to Australia and in this diverse catchment, the frequency of contact with LDPs is rising.

**Cost and disincentive analysis**

IPC has an active patient population of 5000 patients, who cumulatively nominate 148 ethnicities in patient enrolment documentation.
The Medicare billing scheme is additionally problematic. When interpreters are engaged or patient health literacy is low, clinicians spend additional time with patients. General practice Medicare Items include time-based payments that incentivise efficiency by offering a reduced rebate per minute for longer consultations. This means longer consultations are less income-effective for the provider and practice. The most cost-effective consultation durations for Medicare billing are either under 10 minutes or for 22 minutes. When engaging interpreters, it is nearly impossible to deliver care in either time frame. In 2017/18, IPC interpreted consultations averaged 26.83 minutes; in 2018/19 this average rose to 36.99 minutes.

Non-attendance represents another significant financial cost as well as a disincentive for doctors to work in catchment areas with high non-attendance rates. General practice works on a volume basis, billing Medicare for each occasion of service. There is no block funding for salaries or streams of care. Medicare funds are generally distributed to the doctors who bill the item numbers with a percentage retained by the practice to pay for nurses and overhead costs. When patients do not attend, revenue that contributes to paying these clinical staff is lost. IPC estimated that non-attendance results in 9 hours of unfilled medical time each week, representing a cost of $63,180 per year.

Faced with the financial instability of the fee-for-service model in an area of high non-attendance, most of the IPC clinical team have insisted on a salaried model; this means the practice assumes more financial risk when patients do not attend.

This financial loss is compounded by the opportunity costs of IPC delivering fewer standard-length consultations. By delivering an exceptionally high rate of interpreted consultations, the proportion of standard consultations, which attract more revenue per minute, is lower than average.

Similarly, the IPC patient profile is skewed toward people from migrant and refugee backgrounds. Irregular influxes of people from migrant and refugee backgrounds settling in Inala and the consequent flow of language discordant patients into the IPC practice reduces access and satisfaction for existing patients. This detracts from IPC’s appeal as a community general practice, instead contributing to the perception that IPC is a specialist refugee care clinic for which there is no associated funding. This disparity increases the vulnerability of IPC to financial risk and costs.
While consultants recommended that IPC refuse new LDPs to ‘rebalance’ the patient profile, practice staff have refused this option for legal and ethical reasons.

Ultimately, IPC estimates the costs of interpreter services use during 2018/19 to total $368,768.

**Interpreter engagement for Spanish-speaking patients**

Following conflicts in South America, considerable communities of Spanish speaking refugees settled in Australia during the 1970s and 1980s. Despite decades of residence, many in the Spanish speaking community in Inala and surrounding suburbs lack the confidence to undertake—or simply book—a general practice consultation in English. This population and the associated challenge of communication in healthcare has expanded in recent years as students, professionals and their families migrated from South and Central America to Australia.

IPC employed a team of bilingual Spanish-speaking clinicians to serve this population for 12 years. Over time, this model became unsustainable and the practice now relies on interpreters to meet the communication needs of its Spanish-speaking LDPs. Despite this shift, even patients who have moved away from the area immediately surrounding Inala continue to seek care from IPC. Nearly 30 per cent of Spanish speaking LDPs travelled more than 15 kilometres to access care at IPC—a considerable distance for a metropolitan provider and of particular concern for ageing patients.

In 2018, IPC completed a profile of the health status, service history and health outcomes of its 382 Spanish speaking patients. This work found that Spanish speaking LDPs had higher rates of dyslipidaemia; diabetes; arthritis and musculoskeletal conditions; mental health disorders; and were more likely to be overweight or obese than the Australian LCPs. Their consultations were longer and their access to chronic disease management activities higher than levels reported elsewhere. As patients age, health indicators and life expectancy of this group are expected to deteriorate further, with communication remaining a continuing challenge. These conditions frustrate clinicians’ abilities to address the complex medical, social and cultural factors of these IPC patients and further necessitate interpreter engagement and appropriate incentives for improving communication and culturally responsive care.
Recommendations

It is recommended that action be taken, and research be conducted, to support improved interpreter engagement in Australian general practice. The following recommendations were developed through consultation with Australian general practitioners and informed by the literature reviewed above.

Actions

Recommended actions include offering financial incentive to practices and practitioners for conducting interpreted consultations.

One option for financial incentive is Medicare reimbursement for interpreted consultations via a Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) number. This approach could be modelled on existing MBS numbers 10990/10991 for the billing of patients with concession status. MBS numbers 10990/10991 offer a modest rebate for general practice consultations with concessionary patients. A new MBS item would integrate into existing GP systems and offer a similarly modest rebate, providing sustainable yet significant incentive for interpreted consultations.

Alternatively, financial incentive could be delivered through the Practice Incentives Program (PIP). PIP payments encourage general practices to continue providing quality care, enhancing capacity and improving access and health outcomes for patients. A review of existing PIP payments indicates a number of possible models for an interpreter engagement incentive:

- The PIP Teaching Payment delivers to a practice a sum per teaching session that GPs conduct with medical students. This payment compensates for the decreased capacity of GPs to see patients when facilitating student education.
- Adapting this model for an interpreter engagement incentive, a lump sum could be paid to practices that meet or exceed specified requirements, including conducting a number of consultations using FIS and participating in cultural responsiveness training. Such measures would recognise and compensate for the extra time required to conduct an interpreted consultation—and therefore the decreased capacity to see LCPs—while increasing capacity to provide quality care to LDPs.
- The GP Aged Care Access Incentive is a Service Incentive Payment (SIP) paid directly to GPs to encourage the provision of care in residential aged care facilities. The payment is available in two tiers, offering two levels of payments for meeting or exceeding corresponding, specified Qualifying Service Levels (QSLs) of MBS services.
  - An interpreter engagement incentive payment based on this model could offer a SIP to GPs who meet or exceed the provision of a specified QSL of MBS services conducted during an interpreted consultation. Methods for marking and tracking this service could include using a unique MBS claim identification code for interpreted consultations or claiming MBS services alongside a dedicated ‘empty’ MBS item. This ‘empty’ MBS item would only signify that the service was delivered with an interpreter and offer no rebate.
The Indigenous Health Incentive offers a suite of payments to support practices to provide quality health care to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander patients, with a focus on chronic disease management. These payments can be understood as operating at three levels: a practice-based sign-on payment delivering a lump sum to practices that agree to undertake specified activities to improve provision of care (e.g. promoting cultural responsiveness both system-wide and especially in service delivery); a practitioner-based payment delivered to the practice when its doctors meet or exceed a threshold proportion of patient care; and a patient-based payment delivering a sum per eligible patient who registers with the practice by filling out a consent form.

An interpreter engagement incentive payment based on this model could stipulate that practices and/or practitioners undertake specified measures (e.g. cultural responsiveness training) to be eligible for receiving the payment. Further, the proposed PIP could offer a suite of payments operating at multiple levels.

A practice-based payment and a practitioner-based payment could be modelled after the PIP Teaching Payment and GP Aged Care Access Incentive as discussed above.

Additionally, a patient-based payment could be implemented, offering a rebate per patient who self-registers with a practice as requiring an interpreter when giving consent.

**Proposed model**

Based on the above review, it is recommended that financial incentive for engaging interpreters in general practice consultations be delivered through a new Practice Incentives Program payment.

The proposed PIP Interpreter Engagement Incentive would encompass two tiers of payments. Modelled after the PIP Teaching Payment, one incentive would deliver a lump sum to practices which fulfil specified requirements and targets in the delivery of care to LDPs. The baseline target would require practices to meet a threshold number of consultations using FIS annually.

To be eligible for the first-tier payment, practices would additionally be required to participate in capacity-building activities, namely in the area of cultural responsiveness and working with interpreters. It is recommended that at least one clinician and one non-clinical (e.g. reception) staff be able to demonstrate participation in such capacity-building activities in the year preceding the payment round. This requirement is in line with similar standards under the PIP Indigenous Health Incentive.

The second payment option would be modelled after the GP Aged Care Access Incentive. This payment would be delivered to general practitioners who have met a threshold of MBS services delivered to LDP patients in an interpreted consultation. MBS items would be tracked against a marker to indicate their delivery in the presence of a qualified interpreter.
While a patient-based payment could help incentivise practices and practitioners to sign on more LDPs, thus redistributing the disproportionate load of patients requiring interpreter services that practices like Inala Primary Care provide for, there are at least two issues that complicate the viability of this option.

First, patients with language barriers may be reluctant either to disclose their language requirements or to register their consent by filling out a form.

Second, considering the size of the population potentially requiring interpreter services at some point during their life, a rebate-per-patient model would be neither economically viable nor sustainable.

It is therefore recommended that the proposed PIP Interpreter Engagement Incentive comprise only the practice-based and practitioner-based payments.

Additional recommendations for facilitating interpreter engagement, concurrent with financial incentive, include amending the telephone interpreter service delivery and promoting interpreter-friendly environments.

Amending telephone interpreter service delivery is a simple solution that could significantly improve the uptake and effectiveness of the service.

It is recommended that the automatic recordings played back when the telephone service is first called be audited, edited and made less time-intensive for practitioners accessing the service. The extra time required to navigate these recordings represents a drain on GPs’ time and therefore resources. Amending the service will therefore make telephone interpreter services more accessible to clinicians while mitigating concerns about the time required to conduct prolonged interpreted consultations.

Meanwhile, promoting interpreter friendly environments and positive practices for interpreter engagement, especially among non-clinical staff, would facilitate interpreter engagement by addressing the procedural and systemic barriers to working with interpreters. Emphasis should be placed both on empowering non-clinical staff to identify the need for and book interpreters for LDP consultations, and on providing training and education on how to ensure strong communication for those with language barriers, including identifying which type of interpreter is appropriate.

**Research**

This review revealed a paucity of research on the costs, benefits and use of interpreter services—both in Australia and in general practice—suggesting further research is needed. It is therefore further recommended that a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis of interpreter engagement in Australian general practice be undertaken.
Other studies indicate that the paucity of research and inconsistent data collection methods complicate the ability to conduct such a comprehensive analysis, but this merely highlights the urgency with which these systems must be improved.

While findings from overseas studies are difficult to generalise or apply to primary health care in Australia, quality research is required to inform quality policy regarding interpreter services for LDPs.

Existing studies nevertheless provide a framework for the research necessary to investigate the risks, costs and cost-savings to be realised from interpreter engagement across Australia. These studies factor in variables that map onto high-risk areas in the provision of primary health care to LDPs, including those relating to medication errors; transfer to hospitals and escalation of care; post-hospitalisation care; and care for older LDPs.
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